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The perfect drivers spec -- 6MT, Porsche Sports Exhaust, Sports Seats Plus, and Sport
Design Steering Wheel -- with a stunning color combination to boot! Mahogany Metallic
is a rich maroon/brown that takes on different personalities depending on the lighting,
and the Luxor Beige interior compliments it perfectly. Full build/option sheet attached
(last photo). The 3.4L 9A1 with PSE on, combined with the generous induction noise in
the cabin due to the engine placement, makes for very wonderful noises that come from
this Cayman!

Vehicle is in good exterior condition, but does show road wear commensurate with
mileage, including multiple rock chips on hood/front bumper, and scuffs to lower bumper
lip due to vehicles low ride height/parking lots. One small (2mm) dent on passenger rear
fender. Excellent interior condition with minimal wear to seat bolsters. Vehicle was
regularly detailed under my ownership (never taken through a carwash) and paint is in
very good condition. Vehicle is in MA, but was stored in a climate controlled storage
facility through the winter and has not seen snow/salt. Under carriage photos available.

This Cayman has been wonderfully reliable for me through my ownership (since 54K),
and it has been serviced per the Porsche recommended service intervals, with records
available. Serpentine belt replaced at 60K. Healthy BlackStone Labs oil analysis
available from the two oil changes performed under my ownership (@56K + 64K).
DME/overrev and PPI report available from when I purchased the vehicle in 2018, and
happy to accommodate buyer paid/arranged PPI within reasonable driving distance.

Happy to accommodate Facetime/Zoom inspections of vehicle, and in person showings
following proper COVID-19 safety precautions. No test drives unless deposit is in hand
due to cleaning/sanitizing requirements between each driver.
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